
Why systems thinking? 
To reflect on …
1. How things are connected
2. How change happens (feedbacks, time lags)
3. Indirect drivers and barriers to change

Why systems models?
1. To support explicit systems thinking
2. To quantify trade-offs and impacts

What is possible and appropriate 
within a climate assembly?

https://en-roads.climateinteractive.org/scenario.html?v=23.2.1
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Why systems models?
1. Models are already deeply embedded in climate 

politics (but untransparently)
2. To quantify trade-offs and impacts
3. To support explicit systems thinking

https://en-roads.climateinteractive.org/scenario.html?v=23.2.1


System ‘toy model’ in participatory processes in 
Kenyan fisheries
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Figure b. Graphical user interface of the toy-model from P-Mowtick 
project used to explore dynamics and wellbeing tradeoffs in 
workshops with secondary stakeholders.

Figure c. A volunteer from the audience suggests changes for 
the toy model in a P-Mowtick primary stakeholder meeting. 
A team member implemented changes on the computer so 
the result was projected. Five more volunteers, representing 
different stakeholder groups, held up cards to show whether 
the predicted changes were good or bad for them.

Daw et al 2015 PNAS



Climate Action Simulation



https://en-roads.climateinteractive.org/scenario.html?v=23.6.1

https://en-roads.climateinteractive.org/scenario.html?v=23.2.1
https://en-roads.climateinteractive.org/scenario.html?v=23.6.1


EU WorldTrans project

• Toolbox for active engagement 
with citizen assemblies –
model development and application 
workshops, role plays, etc

• Integrated assessment of climate 
impacts as a multi-actor process 
(new modeling and beyond!)



Carbon budgets are generated using models 
of the climate-energy-economy  system

System dynamics models show causal loops 
and system feedbacks

Models represent the complex systems 
behind the budgets and pathways 

Structure of the FRIDA system dynamics 
model (used and developed by the 
EU project WorldTrans)



Concerns and discussions 

• How to empower rather than intimidate participants?

• How does it affect external view of the process?

• Possible to combine with roleplay activities to understand the politics 
around the dynamics depicted in models 



•What are the opportunities and benefits

•Risks and drawbacks

•How could they be used

• Examples you know of?

What is possible and appropriate within a 
climate assembly?
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